Work Experience
2020

MXM Design Studio
Internship

2019- Current

Premier Kitchens Australia
Showroom Consultant
2018

Stewart + Stewart Designs

Victoria
Sussanna
Interior Designer

Work Experience
2017-2018

Lola & Wolfe- Homewares Stores
Part Time Sales Assistant
2017

Home Design & Co

T: 0449871429
E: tori.sussanna14@gmail.com
I: @designsby_ts
W: https://torisussanna14.wixsite.com/mysite-1

Education

Profile

Bachelor of Interior Design (Residential)

I am a hard-working and passionate
designer, with a Bachelor of Interior
Design (Residential) from Billy Blue
College of Design (Torrens University). I believe my role as an interior
designer is to create spaces based
on moments. By always using a
holistic approach, I have the ability
to create an environment which will
heighten the senses, enrich everyday lives and grant restful moments
of renewal.
I am bright, dedicated and enthusiastic about design, with the
ability to work well independently
or collaboratively within a team.
Producing professional standards
of work is important to me as I have
a strong work ethic. My training
has enabled me to manage the
multi-layered aspects of the varying
size and complexity of a project. I
am a contemporary thinker with an
uncanny ability to push the conceptual boundaries and break the rules
of gravity.
I am looking to immerse myself in
an environment where my passion
for design will be nurtured, and my
skills refined and improved. My
passions, training and talent has
brought me here to make a positive
mark on the design industry.

Showroom Supervisor/Wholesale agent

2017-2020

Billy Blue College of Design (Torrens Univeristy), Sydney Australia.
2016

High School Certificate

Mercy Catholic College Chatswood, Sydney Australia.

Technical Skills
Revit

AutoCAD

3ds Max

Sketch Up

InDesign

Illustrator

Photoshop

V-Ray

Enscape

Office 360

Personal Attributes
Creative

Team player

Motivated

Hardworking

Passionate

Problem solver

Honest and trustworthy

Attention to detail

Excellent communicator

Organised and punctual

Referees
Daniel Staebe

Marika Varady

Senior Learning Facilitator
Billy Blue College of Design
(Torrens University)
P: +61 429 085 250
E: dstaebe@laureate.net.au

Senior Learning Facilitator
Billy Blue College of Design
(Torrens University)
P: +61 414 964 139
E: mvarady@laureate.net.au

Melissa Duncan
Supervisor of Premier
Kitchens
P: +61 9958 4000
E:melissa@premierkitchens
.net.au

Blues Point
Apartment

Visualisations

“A Sculptural Place”
Client Brief:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open plan design
Span two floors
Utilise lower level for “entertaining”.
Design Level 2 based on “home
living”
Contemporary and sculptural
styling
Sophisticated yet vibrant palette
Large windows to allow for city
views and abundant natural light
Master bedroom with a master
ensuite and WIR.
Marble and brass accents

Kitchen Perspective

Description:
Blues Point Tower sits on the edge Mcmahons Point overlooking the panoramic
views of Sydney’s Harbour. The proposed
residential apartment offers spaces that
deliver visual and tactile experiences. By
embodying unique design ideas and pushing traditional boundaries, the space transitions between home and an art gallery.
Entering into the apartment, a voided ceiling with curved white walls is contrasted with
a custom brass light fixture. Glass ribbed
doors provide glimpses into the rest of the
space. The overall design further sparks the
idea of an experience, with an open plan
enabling the first floor to be viewed by just
standing in one position. A raise in floor
level invites guest into a ethereal seating
area, with an eccentric yet playful fireplace.
Brass and marble accents are echoed in
the open kitchen space, accentuating the abstract nature of the joinery. An arch cut out from a
wall frames a stunning dining room, with an impressive backdrop of Sydney Harbour flooding the room with beauty and warm sunlight.
Taking the staircase journey breaks the public and private essence of the space. The
space showcases a relaxed yet detailed living room, with custom joinery that holds a
fire place and entertainment space. Beyond
the only closed door in the space lies a luxurious master bedroom, with a custom ensuite and WIR incorporated within the layout.

Project: Residential Apartment

Master Suite Perspective

Materiality

Ravenswood
Timber Veneer
by Navurban

Polised Concrete
floors by
Honestone

Antique brass
by Axolotl Sheet
Metal

Super White
dolomite stone
by CDK Stone

Frosted ribbed
glass supplied
by Sunline Glass

American Rock
maple timber by
Timber West

Concept Development

Custom Ceiling Pendant

Kitchen Concept Sketch

Master Bedroom Feature Bedhead

Floor Plans

Location: Blues Point Reserve, McMahons
Point

Casual Living
Dining

Master
Suite
WIR

W/C

Year: 2018
Software:
AutoCad
3ds Max
Photoshop
V-ray

Seating Room Perspective

Seating
Voided Entrance

Voided Entrance
Kitchen

Level 1

Ensuite
Bar

Level 2

Library

Wentworth
Apartment

Visualisations

“A sleek, paired back, modern home”
Client Brief:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Design the apartment within the
exisiting apartment shell.
Apartment to span over two floors
Design Level 5 as a public space
and Level 6 as a private area
Custom internal staircase that connects both levels
All joinery to be custom made
including kitchen, vanities, entertainment unit and wardrobes.
Bold and minimal colour palette
with a contemporary minimal style
All materials and finishes must be
durable, robust + low maintenance

Dining Area Perspective

Description:
The Bellagio is a modern apartment complex, designed to provide an opportunity to be surround with all of the enviable
lifestyle qualities that make Sydney one
of the best places in the world to live.
A waterfront apartment within the complex was
briefed to be renovated as a new modern and
stylish home. Upon entry, the public realm of
the space exudes a relaxed yet vibrant vibe,
with sophisticated, calming tones in the choices of materiality and furnishing. A six seater
dining table sits in the centre of the space,
with custom bifold doors behind that frame
the panoramic views of the Parramatta River. Adjacent, an inviting living room includes
custom entertainment joinery that stands out
among the minimal choices of furnishing.
These bold warm tones used in this space
are transferred into a custom made kitchen.
Although a small space, the layout achieved
a clever design for a functional kitchen.
A custom made staircase is one of the main
features of the space. The golden timber reverberates warmly on the concrete floor. Taking the journey up the stairs gradually alters
the public perception and transforms the
space into a private realm. The apartment
includes two bedrooms, a guest and master
suite. Both rooms include generously sized ensuites, custom robes and access to a private
balcony. Modern, stylish choices of materiality
and furnishings are mirrored in both rooms,
however the master bedroom introduces certain design aspects that ensure further luxury.

Perspective from Living Area

Living Room Perspective

Kitchen Perspective

Materiality

Ravenswood
Timber Veneer
Panels by
Navurban

Calacatta
Borghini natural
marble by CDK
Stone

Oak Volcano
timber treads by
Mafi Timber

Antique Bronze
by Aemetal

Floor Plans

Project: Residential Apartment
Location: The Bellagio, Wentworth Point
Year: 2019
Software:
Revit
Enscape
Photoshop

Level 5

Level 6

Nero Marquina
natural marble
by CDK Stone

Perugian Walnut
Laminate by
Polytec

The
Mynemosyne
Indoor Pool

Visualisations

“A space of luxury and relaxation”
Client Brief:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A space that caters for healing and
relaxing
Indoor swimming pool
Areas for relaxation
Custom pool bar
Natural materiality
Bold features
Breaking internal walls to create an
open space
Utilise city views
Sculptural/curvaceous layout

Pool and Bar Perspective

Description:
The Mnemosyne is a new upcoming highrise building that consists of luxurious serviced apartments. The client required a
social hub to provide a place of true relaxation, healing and pure harmony.. The public realm also needs to serve as a central
common area, that takes residents out of
their private areas, to converse and form
connections with others within the building.
The swimming pool is situated on the outskirts of the interior, curving around the north
and south end of the building. Extending the
pool to the very limits of the area gives visitors the sensation of swimming right to the
edge with no limits or boundaries. The custom glass windows allow control of exposure to the outdoors since these can easily
be spun open or closed. Within the pool,
bench seats sit between columns providing a
resting bay within the water allowing people
to sit and enjoy the spectacular city views.
Within the centre of the space, a pool bar is
framed with a stunning brass ribbon that runs
throughout columns. This ribbon effect is
also featured within the ceiling of the overall
space, replicating the layout of the pool. The
organic nature of the pool is echoed within
the layout and overall design of the bar. White
and grey calacatta bench tops, warm wooden tones, sandstone features and a green wall
are fused into the overall design of the space.

Project: Commercial Social Hub
Location: The Mynemosyne, Edgecliff
Year: 2019
Software:
AutoCad
3ds Max
Photoshop
V-ray

Pool and Custom Window Perspective

Bar Perspective

Materiality

Deep Blue Pool
Water

Polised Concrete
floors by
Honestone

Antique Bronze
by Aemetal

Calcatta Oro
natural marble
by CDK Stone

Concept Development

Custom Window Concept

Floor Plan

Bar Design

Hollywood
timber veneer
by Navurban

Lodge organic
wall cladding by
Artisan Stone

Deatils of walls and edge of
pool

